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The jet coming from a cross-shaped orifice with an open center has been shown in
the past, to provide substantial increase in the near field convective transport-mix-
ing, in comparison to a classical round orifice jet.
Detailed information has been reported in previous works on the role played in the
jet mixing enhancement by the crow of vortices composed of counter-rotating pairs
of secondary streamwise structures which are developing in orifice's troughs. A
trough in the cross-shaped jet generates a local shear like the one generated by a
triangular tab in a square jet. In the present study we are interested by the modifica-
tion of local shears in the troughs of the cross-shaped jet, when orifice geometry is
modified, such as the center of the orifice becomes closed, leading to a clo-
ver-shaped orifice. The general motivation is to understand the effect of using a set
of combination of longitudinal structures, themselves produced by the superposi-
tion of local shear regions, in mixing performance of a cross jet. It is shown that
lower entrainment rates in the clover jet is a results of an additional internal crown
of vortices which opposes the external one due to inner shears generated by closing
the center of the orifice.
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Introduction

In the 20th century there were significant developments in research on free jet flows

and it was initially believed that the statistically describable behaviour of a jet flow is totally

independent of the conditions near the nozzle. The discovery of large structures of the jet [1-6]

in the mixing layer and in the developing region (within the first few diameters of the nozzle)

started a new trend of investigations: (1) attempting to assess the connection between the char-

acteristics of the large scale structures and mass/momentum transport and/or flow behaviour,

[2, 7-11] among others, and (2) attempting to control the dynamics of these structures and

their effects on transport mechanisms in the flow, [12-19] among others. The jet control can be

achieved by active or passive procedures. Such a control of jet flows have been widely used in

applications such as to improve combustion efficiency, to reduce pollutants in mixing cham-
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bers and to attenuate ejectors noise in aircraft. Passive control could be preferred to the active

one as it uses no external energy to control the jet dynamics. Passive control using lobed jets is

based on geometrical manipulation of diffuser nozzles [16, 19, 20]. The underlying concept is

to stretch the mixing layer in contact with the ambience in order to increase entrainment and

spreading. Nozzle manipulation causes considerable modification of the large-scale vortices

in their number, their shape and interaction, leading to considerable changes in jet mixing per-

formance [16, 19, 20].

The role played by the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) azimuthal rings and the streamwise

vortices in the entrainment process in the near field of a round free orifice jet have been qualita-

tively and quantitatively analysed in our previous investigations, for a Reynolds number of 800

[21, 22] and 3600 [20], respectively. A strong correlation between the entrainment rate and the

K-H vortex dynamics was found for both flow regimes. The K-H ring controls the sign of the ra-

dial velocity and the entrainment is mainly produced in the upstream part of the K-H ring as well

as in the braid region where the streamwise vortices appear. In the downstream part of the K-H

ring, the flow expands from the jet core to the surrounding. Hence, the K-H ring passing gener-

ates periodical compression/depression cycles in the round jet, which are believed to contribute

to ambient air engulfment towards the jet core, but at the same time opposes the induction when

the ring is approaching at a given axial position (i. e. in the downstream part of the ring). In our

previous studies the dynamics of the round jet have been considered as a reference in the investi-

gation of lobed jets (cross-shaped and daisy-shaped) having the same exit diameter and initial

volume flow rate. It was found that large streamwise structures generated by the lip of the lobed

diffuser are present. For the lobed jet, entrainment and expansion coexist in a practically un-

changed manner in the presence or not of a K-H structure. The lobed orifice geometry intro-

duces a transverse shear in the lobe troughs, like the one generated by a triangular tabs in a

square jet [23], conducting to a breakdown of the K-H structures into ring segments. Streamwise

structures continuously develop in the lobe troughs, at the resulting discontinuity regions, and

control the ambient air entrainment. In this case the entrainment rate is less affected by the dy-

namics of the K-H structure and achieves higher levels that in the reference round jet.

In the present study we are trying to analyze what influence the lobe shape of the

cross-shaped orifice plays in the shear produced by the lobes, in the resulting vortical mecha-

nisms, and in the corresponding mixing performance. We focus on the particular case where the

center of the cross-shaped orifice becomes closed leading to a clover-shaped orifice. This modi-

fication can be considered as an adjunction of a bluff body in the center of a nozzle, which is of-

ten used as flame holder in combustors, to enhance the blow-off limit and flame stability [24].

Our motivation is to understand the effect of using inner shear regions in entrainment capability

of a cross-shaped jet. Although the two lobed jets considered in this study are cross-shaped, in

the following, cross-shaped orifice will be reserved to the one with and an open center, whereas,

the cross orifice having a closed center, is named clover-shaped orifice.

Experimental procedures

Two isothermal air lobed jets are generated from a cross-shaped and a clover-shaped

orifices having the same equivalent diameter De = 10 mm based upon the exit area S, De =

=i(4S/p)1/2, (fig. 1). The lobed jets are compared to a reference jet issued from a round orifice of

10 mm in diameter D. The orifices are built-up from aluminum sheet with 1.5 mm in thickness.

The air jet experimental facility, fig. 1(b), consists of an axial miniature fan placed inside a me-

tallic pipe having 1.00 m in length and 0.16 m in diameter. A convergent and a honeycomb were

placed at the end of the pipe in order to reduce the turbulence level at the nozzle exit.
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Mean velocity fields measurements employed a 2-D Dantec laser doppler anemometer

(LDA) system. The LDA system is compact and has two solid lasers: one ND:YAG of 25 mW

(532 nm) and one Sapphire of 22 mW (488 nm). The sampling time during measurements was in

the range of 60 to 100 s and the mean data rate ranged between 0.5 to 5 kHz depending on the flow

velocity at the measurement point. The measuring volume at the lasers beam intersection is

0.04 � 0.045 � 0.378 mm large. The probe was mounted on a 3-D traverse system with the ranges

on the X-, Y-, and Z-axis, of 690 mm, 2020 mm, and 690 mm, respectively, and the movement res-

olution and reproducibility of 6.25 µm. The data were acquired on a grid in the (YZ) plane at each

X location. The grid spacing varied from 0.25 mm to 2 mm with the streamwise distance X. The air

jet flows were seeded with small paraffin oil droplets, 3 through 5 µm in diameter, provided by a

liquid seeding generator from Dantec.

The uncertainty of the LDA measurement was estimated to be in the range of �0.1 to

�0.6% for the U and V mean components, and in the range of �1 to �5% for the corresponding

root mean square (RMS) velocities. This estimation is based on the evaluation of a global bias

error, depending on all the parameters susceptible to bias the measurements and of a statistical

uncertainty related to the data scattering around the mean values.
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Figure 1. (a) Orifices geometry: (a1) cross-shaped orifice, (a2) clover-shaped orifice;
(b) experiment set-up



Transverse mean velocity fields from LDA measurements, are used to compute the

2-D velocity gradient tensor �u of the in-plane components (V, W), and to deduce the

out-of-plane vorticity component, in its normalized form wX = [(�V/��� – ��W/�Y)(De/U0max���
and the l2 criterion proposed by [25].

The l2 criterion is a method employing velocity gradient tensor �u. The velocity gra-

dient tensor of a 3-D velocity field can be decomposed into its symmetric and anti-symmetric

components, �u = S +W = 1/2(�u + �u') + (1/2)(�u – �u'), i. e., into the tensors of rate-of-strain

and of vorticity, respectively. By intuition, the vector of the local vorticity w = � � u, may serve

as an indicator for the existence and strength of a vortical structure. However, the extraction of

vortices and evaluation of their characteristics based purely on the vorticity modulus may fail in

boundary layers and free shear layers [25, 26]. For instance, vortical structures present in shear

layers tend to be obscured by vorticity without any swirling motion that is of the same order of

magnitude as the shear strain rate.

The l2 criterion requires the second largest eigenvalue l2 of the symmetric tensor S2 + W2

to be negative. The symmetric part of the gradient of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,

neglecting unsteady and viscous effects, S2 + W2 = (–1/r)�(�p), can be used to identify swirling

flow regions with a local pressure minimum. This requires two of three (real) eigenvalues of the

(symmetric) pressure tensor to be negative. Hence, two eigenvalues of S2 + W2 (where l1 	 l2 	 l3

have to be negative, and in particular l2(S
2 + W2) < 0. The second invariant of �u is related to the

eigenvalues of S2 + W2 as, Q = (–1/2)tr(S2 + W2) = (–1/2)(l1 + l2 + l3) [25].

Jet initial conditions

The inlet flow rate for the two lobed jets and the reference round jet is 7.57·10–5 �3%.

The initial exit Reynolds number based on the maximum exit velocity (U0max) and the equivalent

diameter is equal to 813 (tab. 1).

The exit profiles at X = 0.5 De of the streamwise velocity and the corresponding RMS

from LDA measurements are shown in fig. 2 for the round jet fig. 2(a) and the lobed jets fig. 2(b)

and (c), respectively. The mean streamwise velocity profiles of the circular jet in the vertical and

the horizontal axis are flat and identical. That is not the case for the lobed jets when comparing

velocity profiles along the major and the minor axis. In the major axis of the cross-shaped jet, the

inflection point in the streamwise velocity profile is related to the inner shear layer at the junc-

tion of the central jet core and its lobes. As for the clover-shaped jet, due to closing of the center

of the orifice, its principle characteristic is the quasi-absence of the central jet core. Hence, the

flow is very weak in the minor axis. The two streams in the major axis, one on in each side of the

central point, correspond to the flows in the aligned lobes.
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Table 1. Jet inlet conditions

Orifice U0C U0max Re0 q0 [mm] fn [Hz] Stq

R 1.22 1.22 813 0.45 74 0.027

Cr 1.22 1.22 813
MP
0.70

mP
0.81

65
MP

0.037
mP

0.043

Cl 0.07 1.22 813
OSL
0.45

ISL
0.57

68
OSL
0.025

ISL
0.032

R = round, Cr = cross, Cl = clover



The turbulent profile is flat, at less than 2% of U0max in the central region for the circu-

lar jet and the cross-shaped jet. In the region of the shear layer, the turbulence increases in both

jets. This increase is about 4% for the circular jet and 2% for the cross-shaped jet. As expected,

the turbulent intensity is quite high in regions where the local shear in the mean streamwise ve-

locity is large. The turbulence in the clover-shaped jet is also weak (less than 1% of U0max in the

jet center) and increases to about 5% and 1.5% of U0max in the outer regions of major and minor

axis, respectively. In the major axis of this jet, the presence of four peaks in the turbulence pro-

file indicates the existence of a doubled shear layer: the outer shear layer (OSL) and the inner

shear layer (ISL).
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Figure 2. Jet inlet profiles measured with LDA at X = 0.5 De; streamwise mean velocity profiles
(left) and the corresponding RMS profiles (right); (a) round jet, (b) cross-shaped jet, and (c)
clover-shaped jet



For each jet, the natural frequency fn (tab. 1), which is related to the most growing in-

stability at the jet exit, is captured using a Dantec 55P11 hot wire probe placed in the jet exit

shear layer. The corresponding Strouhal number is evaluated using the initial momentum thick-

ness Q0 of the boundary layer as characteristic length. The momentum thicknesses are calcu-

lated using the exit U-profiles of fig. 2.

The literature reports that the Strouhal number for free circular jets at a Reynolds num-

ber ranging from 104 to 105 varies in the range 0.013 to 0.023. In the present study the Reynolds

number is very low 813, which probably explains the higher value of 0.027 obtained in the case

of the round jet (tab. 1). In the cross-shaped jet, the momentum thickness is different in the major

plane (MP) and the minor plane (mP), leading to different values of Strouhal number based on

the same frequency (0.037 and 0.043, respectively). In the clover-shaped jet, since the flow is

very weak in the mP, the momentum thickness is calculated only in the MP taking into account

the presence of two shear layers. The Strouhal number is found lower in the OSL than in the ISL,

i. e. 0.025 and 0.032, respectively.

Results and discussion

Mean flow fields

Figures 3 and 4 give the flow field views in the transversal cross-sections 0.5De 
 X 
 5De

of the cross-shaped jet, and the clover-shaped jet, respectively. Qualitative comparison of the two

jets contours does not allow their classification in terms of their entrainment capability. In fact, at

X = 5De, each jet has a specific geometry, cross-shaped (switched with 45° relative to the initial posi-

tion) for the cross-jet and quasi-rectangular (with a deficit in streamwise velocity at the jet's center)

for the clover-jet.
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Figure 3. Streamwise velocity contours U [ms
–1

] in transverse planes of cross-shaped jet



Initially, the clover jet (fig. 4) undertakes a global axis-switching as in the cross jet

(fig. 3), but the phenomenon never complete in the former, whereas in the later, the switch-

ing-over is totally achieved at X = 2De. Indeed, the development of streamwise structures in the

troughs of the clover orifice seems prevented, probably by the inner shear layer. However, one

can observe a local switching-over, specific to flow deformation of each lobe. These local defor-

mations have the effect of filling the flow deficits between the lobes.

The mechanisms at the origin of flow deformation of the cross-shaped and the clo-

ver-shaped jets are summarized in fig. 5. Based on mean vorticity component wx fig. 5 (1) and

the l2 criterion fig. 5 (2) applied to the in-plane velocity field (V, W) at X = 0.5 De, a set of

streamwise structures are evidenced in each lobed jet and a schema of the underlying mecha-

nism and its effect on each flow is proposed fig. 5 (3). In the cross-shaped jet fig. 5(1a), (2a), and

(3a), on the peak of the lobe a pair of vortical structures is formed. The fluid between the two

vortices of a pair is induced inward. This vortex pair is referred to as the inflow pair. The inflow

vortices would result in a contraction of the jet cross-section in the MP. When considering the

two vortices, one at each side of an orifice through, they form an outflow pair, as the fluid be-

tween these two vortices is expelled outside the jet. The outflow vortices would result in an ex-

pansion of the jet cross-section in the mP.

At X = 3De figs. 6, (1a) and (2a), although the axial vorticity and l2 distributions are

similar than the ones at X = 0.5 De, their levels become lower due to the jet dilution by ambient

air entrainment which is estimated farther (see section Entrainment and jet throw).
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Figure 4. Streamwise velocity contours U[ms
–1

] in transverse planes of clover-shaped jet
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Figure 5. (1) Mean streamwise vorticity wx at X = 0.5De (2) l2 distributions at X = 0.5De (3)
Schematic of streamwise structures organization
(for color image see journal web site)



In the clover-shaped jet figs. 5(b) and 6(b), streamwise structures are organized differ-

ently. Two crowns of counter-rotating pairs of streamwise structures are present. The outer crow

is similar to the one of cross-shaped jet and is generated by the same mechanism. The additional

internal crown of vortices which opposes the previous one is due to internal shear generated by

closing the center of the orifice, see fig. 2 (c). Hence, it is expected that ambient air entrainment

is lower in this jet in comparison to the case of cross-shaped jet. The local switching-over taking

place at each lobe (fig. 4) can be explained by the effect of the two opposite streamwise pairs

present at each lobe, evidenced in fig. 5 (3b) by a dashed rectangle.
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Figure 6. (1) Mean streamwise vorticity wx at X = 3De (2) The l2 distributions at X = 3De, – (a) cross-shaped
jet, (b) clover-shaped jet (color image see journal web site)



Entrainment and jet throw

Streamwise evolutions of the volumetric flow rate for both lobed jets and for the refer-

ence round jet are presented in fig. 7 (a), where Q represents the volumetric flow rate calculated

by Q = �UdS with a fixed criteria of U > 0.10 m/s, and Q0 the initial volumetric flow rate. In fig.

7(b) the entrained volumetric flow rate of the lobed jets are normalized with the one of the refer-

ence round jet. It appears that the flow entrained in the cross-shaped jet reaches almost 3.5 times

the ambient flow entrained by the reference round jet and decreases to a ratio of 2 at 5 De.

As expected, for the clover-shaped jet, the

entrained volumetric flow rate is lower than that

in the cross-jet, due to the adverse effect of the

counter-rotating inner crow of streamwise vor-

tices evidenced earlier in figs. 5(b) and 6(b).

The maximum induction gain relative to the

round jet is 80% at X = 1De and decrease rapidly

to reach 20% at 5De.

The changes in maximum velocity (Um) of

the three jets are compared in fig. 8. In the same

figure, centerline velocity (UC) of the clo-

ver-shaped jet is also reported. This jet has the

peculiarity of having no potential core region.

The coalescence effect of the four lobe flows

tends to fill flow deficit at the jet center. Conse-

quently, centerline velocity (UC) of this jet in-

creases continuously until X = 7De. After that

position, UC decreases as Um of the same jet; the

difference between Um and UC becomes negligible at X = 1De.

Although the decreasing rates of maximum velocity of the three jets are different, it is

interesting to note that all the jets have the same velocity in the far region, at X = 40De. In the jet

the near field, maximum velocity decreases faster in the clover-shaped jet, probably due to lobe

flows interaction and to the subsequent reorganization of the four flows in single flow fig. 4.
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Figure 8. Streamwise evolution of maximum
velocity Um for the round jet, the cross-shaped
jet and the clover-shaped jet. The subfigure gives
a zoom on the near-field region.The UC is the
centerline velocity in the clover-shaped jet

Figure 7. (a) Streamwise evolution of the volumetric flow rates for the round jet and the lobed jets (cross
and clover) at the same initial Reynolds number; (b) Streamwise evolution of the ratio between the
entrained volumetric flow rates for the lobed jet and the reference round jet



Conclusions

The present study analyses the influence of the geometry of the lobes in the orifice

cross-shaped jet. Two cross-shaped orifices, one with open center and one with closed center are

compared. The jet coming from a cross-shaped orifice with an open center has been shown in the

past to provide substantial increase in the near field convective transport-mixing.

In the present study we are interested by the modification of local shears in the troughs

of the cross-shaped jet, when orifice troughs are modified, such as the center of the orifice be-

comes closed, leading to a clover-shaped orifice. In the clover-shaped jet, a deformation of the

global velocity field both in major and minor planes is the cumulative effect of two phenomena:

(1) a local switching-over of the flow generated by one elementary clover lobe and (2) the co-

alescence of the parallel lobe flows which tends to fill the flow deficits at the jet center.

It is shown that streamwise structures are organized differently in the clover jet com-

pared to the classical cross jet. Two crowns of counter-rotating pairs of streamwise structures

are present in the clover jet. The outer crown is similar to the one of the cross jet and is generated

by similar mechanism. The additional internal crown of vortices which opposes the previous

one is due to internal shear generated by the closing of the center of the orifice. This explains the

lower entrainment rates found in the clover-shaped jet compared to the cross-shaped jet.
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